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First established In 1982, the Time Capsule Is an unique recording studio time brokerage
and production coordination service. Typically, a prospective studio time customer calls the
service to arrange for a booking.
The client Is asked a series of questions concerning
scheduling, budgetary, personnel, location, space, technical and mechanical requirements.
Then, with the assistance of a computerized office system. Time Capsule w i l l compile a
selection of facilities, personnel (technical and musical), scheduling and price that meet the
stated requirements. After the client makes the appropriate choices, the brokerage takes over
and coordinates a l l session-related activities. A Time Capsule Associate Broker also visits
the studio at every booked session before the client arrives to make sure everything Is
correct.
Additionally, Time Capsule has recently added a new Budget Tracking System. This
f u l l y computerized system first estimates the cost of a project and then provides a dally
accounting of actual expenditures, broken down into several categories. It Is Important to
note that all of this Is done at no charge to the client and Is covered by studio commissions.

Time Capsule was originally the brain-child of Its founder and president
Kip Kaplan.
Through his teens he played In rock bands In the
Philadelphia area and graduated from Penn State with a degree In
composition In 1972. He then worked for a short time as an arranger for
the Gamble-Huff Organization.
Kip remembers, "That was after CameoParkway had closed and there was no White music scene In Philadelphia
...The lead guitar player from my Penn State Band was a guy named Dave
Whitman, who got himself a Job at Electric Lady Studios. He said you
got to come up...so in '73 I came to New York." Kip then Joined the
touring company of "Hair" until 1975 when he decided to stay In New York
and accepted a position as sales manager for National Lampoon Recording Studio. Kip notes,
"It got me hooked.
I never left the studio world from that time on." Kip next moved to
Premier Studios for two years and on April 1, 1979 accepted a position as Studio Manager for
Right Track Recording. Kip remembers, "Instead of expanding on 24th Street, through one of my
client contacts, we found the space on 48th Street...and in January 1980, opened the largest
control room In New York for music recording...In May of 1980, what was considered the worst
of the slump, we had eleven out of the top 100 dance records In the Billboard Charts out of
Right' Track Recording." In 1981, having never given up his desire to be an artist. Kip left
his position at Right Track to pursue a recording career and signed a record deal with SWS
Records.
When the career eventually did not work out. Kip set up Time Capsule in 1982. His
first client was Rick Derringer. Soon thereafter Kip was offered and accepted a position at
Electric Lady Studios. Meanwhile, Kip had met and hired Christian Oalbavle to take over the
operation of Time Capsule.
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